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Hello and welcome to our inaugural, termly newsletter,
“MedSoc et al.”. To all 3rd Years immediately flinching
at the phrasing, have no fear, I can personally assure
you that there will be no Vancouver referencing nor
complicated SPSS statistics within this hallowed
document. At a time of such separation, it is more
important than ever to find ways in which we can
maintain a strong sense of community. Thus, we have
created “MedSoc et al.” as a platform for students, and
staff alike, to celebrate what everyone has been able to
achieve, despite the circumstances which we find
ourselves in. The subsequent pages spotlights societies
& sports, welfare wonders, events and even pictures of
your lecturers in their youth... Although with his
PRYZM antics in recent years, who is to say Dr Dunn is
not still in his 20s at heart!

Nevertheless, the MedSoc committee has worked
together extremely well to cope with this dynamic state
of affairs and my gratitude to each and every committee
member is immense. I have been very impressed with
their willingness to adapt and get stuck in; thank you so
much, team!
The 2020/2021 academic calendar marks the 50-year
anniversary of Nottingham Medical School and it has
been very exciting to be involved in the celebrations. In
September, MedSoc put together a video to
commemorate the occasion, followed by two blog posts,
one by myself and another by Keya Pindolia (MedSoc
BME Officer). MedSoc has a conference coming up in
April, so watch this space! I am very grateful for the
help of Julie Hall (Project & Implementation Officer)
and Richard Kish (Digital Marketing Officer) with these
events.

Continued on page 2...

As President of MedSoc in a time significantly lacking
in precedent, my tenure has been a unique experience
so far. Local and national COVID guidelines have
chopped and changed just as much as a first year’s level
of consciousness in a 9AM and the weekly debate of
Crisis and/or Ocean attendance has been reduced to
“Zoom or Teams?”.

Pascal Vogiaridis

MedSoc et al. (2021)*
was created to
update our
community with all
the wonderful things
occurring in the
medical school!
Look out for more
issues in the future,
and until then, make
sure you're
connected with us on
all platforms :)

Behind the scenes, I have been in regular contact via Teams and
email with Medical School staff, the SU and external parties to
ensure everything keeps ticking over smoothly. Thanks must go
to the whole faculty for their tireless efforts in supporting our
students with special mention to Brigitte Scammel (Dean of the
Medical School) and Pam Hagan (Director of Student
Wellbeing) for their significant assistance! Last, but most
certainly not least, thank you to Lily Morris (MedSoc Website
and Communication Officer) and Sanjana Mamidipalli (MedSoc
Publicity Officer) for being the lead executives in the
production of this newsletter. Thanks also to all of YOU, the
student body, for your continued passion and enthusiasm that
gives us the content to fill these forthcoming pages.
2020 was an incredibly difficult year for us all, abundant with
challenges and disappointment. However, as the new year
begins, remember that you managed to cope with whatever life
threw at you over the past 12 months and, for that, you should
be so proud. Let’s take the lessons we learned about ourselves
in the past year and use them to make 2021 a spectacular one!

Hope smiles from the threshold of the year to
come, whispering, "It will be happier."

@NOTTSMEDSOC

Alfred Lord Tennyson
MedSoc love,
Pascal Vogiaridis –
Nottingham MedSoc President

Sanjana Mamidipalli

Lily Morris
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WHAT IT'S LIKE TO RUN A
MEDICAL SCHOOL DURING
COVID-19...
Featuring: Dr Courtney Krstic (Deputy Director of Examinations & Assessments), Dr Billy
Dunn (Director of the BMedSci), Dr Gill Doody (Dean of Medical Education), Dr Diane
Hudman (Director of Undergraduate Studies (Derby)), Dr Gill Pinner (Vice Dean Clinical
Affairs), Dr Claire Stewart (Director of Assessments and Examinations), & Dr Pam
Hagan (Director of Student Wellbeing)

Tell us about something
you've been involved in this
term.

"I am new to post on 1/12/20 but since I have
started I have been finalising the plans for
Covid safe examinations."
– Dr Claire Stewart

"What have I not been involved in! A new
student/staff initiative was the launch of
"FirstCut" a surgical mentorship programme."
– Dr Pam Hagan

"I joined the school in my role after lockdown
started: I've been involved in COVID delivery
of the three programmes based at Derby and
little bit of teaching."
– Dr Diane Hudman

"Everything!"
– Dr Billy Dunn
"Socially distanced face to face welcome
lectures for 300 new medical students."
– Dr Gill Doody
"Making the clinical exams COVID-safe for
students, patients and staff."
– Dr Courtney Krstic

"Ran the CP1 online knowledge course as Covid
hit in March 2020. Ironically, whilst this was
all delivered online remotely, I had much more
direct student interaction than with my usual
job, which I really enjoyed and the student
group were great and extremely resilient given
the circumstances that faced them"
– Dr Gill Pinner

Some of our lovely staff a few years ago – can you guess who they are?
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How have you found this
term?

"Lovely to see all that our students are
adapting well to what is being thrown at them
in terms of Covid."
– Dr Pam Hagan
"Challenging, but very proud that the staff
have been able to provide an alternative but
excellent educational programme."
– Dr Billy Dunn
"Incredibly busy, but very rewarding to keep
our clinical students in their hospital
placements during the second covid wave."
– Dr Gill Doody

Tell us about a COVID coping
hobby or something you did
over lockdown.
"Started walking more, loved it so much I got a
puppy so I have an excuse to be out walking
more often. Hettie, the cockapoo, featured in
many a Schools Team meeting, currently 11
weeks old is adorable!"
– Dr Pam Hagan
"I bought myself a Wattbike."
– Dr Billy Dunn
"I love any sort of game, especially scrabble
and my beloved playstation 4 (especially
Ratchet and Clank and Spyros) Over lockdown
I have resurrected an interest in chess."
– Dr Gill Doody

"Challenging..."
– Dr Courtney Krstic
"I have really enjoyed joining UoN. I have
found everyone to be friendly and helpful. I
have enjoyed the few meetings that I have had
so far with the student body."
– Dr Claire Stewart
"Challenging and stressful but a great feeling
of being welcomed by everyone at the Medical
school."
– Dr Diane Hudman
"This semester has definitely been the most
challenging of a nearly 30 year career - almost
trumps house jobs (old FY equivalents)!"
– Dr Gill Pinner

"Lots of video games and Netflix. I also got
married!"
– Dr Courtney Krstic
"I really enjoy decorating cakes!"
– Dr Claire Stewart
"I love to garden, my partner and I spent alot
of time redesigning our garden."
– Dr Diane Hudman
"Watched lots of Netflix, started playing chess
for the first time since I was about 8 years old,
and yes I did watch the Queens Gambit,
though Narcos and Queen of the South was
better."
– Dr Gill Pinner
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What are you looking
forward to most when
things ease up?
"Travelling again, seeing family and friends
and going to the pub."
– Dr Pam Hagan
"The winter ball after-party!"
– Dr Billy Dunn
"Being able to have a holiday somewhere hot,
doing nothing but reading fiction novels."
– Dr Gill Doody

"A bit of normality, seeing family and going to
the pub."
– Dr Courtney Krstic
"Freedom to go as we please!"
– Dr Claire Stewart
"Being able to visit my family who all live in
Yorkshire."
– Dr Diane Hudman
"Getting away to a sunny place to relax, eat,
drink and be merry :)"
– Dr Gill Pinner

Did you guess correctly?

Dr Pam Hagan

Dr Diane Hudman

Dr Courtney Krstic

Dr Mandy Hampshire
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Virtual Fresher's
Fair 2020
Pradipta Debnath, General Secretary
Pradipta Debnath

The Medic's Freshers fair is any
Medics key to almost limitless
possibilities! During Pre-COVID
times, you had stalls from all
your favourite medic societies

and sports clubs (almost 50), freebies from our
sponsors and most importantly FREE PIZZA.
With the rona, an in-person fair was impossible so
with the help of our lovely MedSoc committee we
were able to put together a virtual Fresher's Fair!
Instead of doing a live fair on MS Teams, we
decided to record interviews with committee
members from (almost) every society and uploaded
them to YouTube and our website
(https://www.nottsmedsoc.co.uk/freshers-fair).

Most of the
MedSoc committee
got involved with
this amazing
initiative to give
freshers an idea of
what societies and
sports clubs they
can get involved in!

We asked them 4 basic questions which included the purpose of their society,
events they organise, event plans during COVID and lastly, links to their
social media.
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Every single committee member we've interviewed was extremely cooperative
which made the process a lot more smoother from our point of view. Overall, I'd
say we had a decent turn out as well with about 4000 video views in total!
So whether you are a first-year or final year Medic, feel free to check the videos
out if you haven't already and get in touch with the society or sports club you
want to be involved in. I'm sure they'd love to hear from you and remember, it's
never too late to join :)

Society Spotlight
Anjali Mehta, Societies Coordinator, &
Sanjana Mamidipalli, Publicity Officer

This year MedSoc put out a new
series on our FB & Instagram pages:
the Society Spotlight Series! We
knew it would be difficult to get
involved with different societies
during this time, so this series was
our attempt at making the medical
student body aware of the
opportunities available to them. In
these posts, you'll be able to find
information about various societies,
a quote/story from someone in the committee, and how to get in touch with
them. Here we've put together a few updates from our wonderful societies!

NOTTINGHAM MEDICAL
LEADERSHIP SOCIETY

UNIVERSITY OF
NOTTINGHAM MIND MATTERS

This term: We have made a booklet to help first years
ease into medical school. We have also hosted a couple
talks with the Prof Brigitte Scammell (Dean of the Medical
School) and Prof Mayur Lakhani (Chair of FMLM and
former president of RCGP)

This term: Welcome to Mind Matters, Mindfulness talk
from a GP with live mindfulness practice, Movie Night

When things ease up, we're looking forward to:
Organise in person talks, workshops and maybe even a
conference!
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– Pradipta Debnath, NMLS President

When things ease up, we're looking forward to: Being
able to meet up in person with the society!

– Kat Bard,
UON Mind Matters
Social Media & Events

NU MEDICS HOCKEY
This term: We’ve had a fabulous first
term meeting all our lovely freshers and
getting back into playing hockey after 6
months off. There’s been so many restrictions
this term but that hasn’t stopped us, with committee
working super hard running extra training sessions to
make sure everyone in the club got to play.
There was some incredible talent shown from the 50
freshers we had at our 2 day taster sessions and pascal’s
ims squad has never looked stronger. With tier 3 all 1s and
2s games against local clubs and universities were
cancelled so we created our own inter-club tournament
which we can’t wait to continue next term.
Our amazing socials secs organised the freshers welcome
social which was the highlight of the term and then
tackled lockdown restrictions through zoom quiz nights.
We ended 1st term on a high with the hope we may train
again next term and half our new stash appearing (other
half yet to be located).
When things ease up, we're looking forward to: Getting
back on the pitch playing hockey and seeing everyone
(not via Microsoft teams). Hopefully NAMS games will
resume and we can play competitively against other
universities and most importantly being allowed to have
some fun at socials.

DHARMA MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION
This term: Our first webinar this year, in collaboration
with the INSPIRE society, was all about the BMedSci.
Aimed at our current third year cohort, this was an advice
session helping students choose their project, write their
dissertation and make the most out of this opportunity.
Following this, DMA partnered up with Medical Leadership
Society to write a guide on 'How to survive first year of
medical school'. This booklet, written by older year
medical students, covers everything from studying
techniques, making new friends, extracurricular activities,
and much more!
At DMA, we understand how challenging this year has
been, especially for our freshers. This is why we organised
a webinar specifically aimed at our first years, on advice
for their first formative and looking for housing. All our
events were also followed by a Q&A which enabled
students to ask any questions they may have.
When things ease up, we're looking forward to: We are
really looking forward to organising an in-person social
event. We would love to see some old faces again, but
also meet new students and form new friendships
together. We have organised a couple of meet and greet
evenings in the past, and we believe this is an excellent
way to build a strong network of connections with
students across all year groups.

– Eve Graham, NUMHC Vice President

MEDICS TENNIS
This term: Although we had to face
restrictions, Medics Tennis was able to
have 6 socially distanced training sessions.
Our brilliant captains led us in exercises to
help us open up the courts and perfect our aces. We also
designed new kit and we are excited to try it out on court!
We welcomed a few new members and hope to welcome
any more who wish to join us!
When things ease up, we're looking forward to: We are
looking forward to getting everyone back on court. Our
social secs have so many amazing socials to host as soon
as we are able. We started tennis bake off at the end of
last term and we're all excited to put our skills to
practise!
"If you are interested in joining us or would like to just
come for a taster session, check out our FB - Nottingham
Medics Tennis 2020/21 and Instagram nottsmedicstennis20.
Medics Tennis love xx"
– Lauren Astbury,
Medics Tennis Co-President

"We are a very open and friendly society and are always
keen to hear any ideas or suggestions you may have. Our
DMs are also always open, so if you ever want to have a
chat/ get advice on something, please just send us a
message. Looking forward to seeing you in-person soon!"
– Anjali Mehta, DMA President

ISLAMIC MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION NOTTINGHAM
This term: First year tips session on how to ACE first year,
gave freshers welfare boxes with some goodies to help
destress during 1st semester, Among Us social,
Islamophobia in the NHS Event discussing its prevalence
and how we can protect ourselves in certain situations
When things ease up, we're looking forward to: Having
more socials and in person events hopefully!
"We have lots more events coming next term so keep an eye
out! Also our events are open to Non-Muslims and Muslims
alike so everyone is welcome :)"
– Saheefa Ishaq,
IMAN President
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MEDICS NETBALL

UON FIRST RESPONDERS

This term: We managed to have a few training
sessions before lockdown, with a great turnout!
Multiple socials over zoom as well, to get to know the
freshers and catching up with the returners.

"University of Nottingham First Responders is a scheme
consisting predominantly of healthcare students and
foundation doctors. We volunteer to support East Midlands
Ambulance Service (EMAS) in responding to high-level
emergency calls, including cardiac arrests, seizures, and
paediatric patients. Our scheme is very fortunate to have
highly trained responders, two response vehicles, and a
range of medical equipment, allowing us to make a real
difference and save lives."

When things ease up, we're looking forward to:
Hopefully being able to train every week, and for NAMS
matches against other medical schools. Also having in
person socials!
– Shalanie Sriemevan,
Medics Netball 1st Team Captain

MEDICS FOOTBALL
(NUMFC BOYS)
This term: Despite the restrictions and lockdowns, it has
been a very busy term for a lot of the NUMFC boys. We
raised £3,282 for Movember, smashing last years total
despite not being able to fundraise face to face. We
worked very hard behind the scenes in order to continue
to host weekly training sessions outside of lockdown as
well as host a safe and successful trial.
Furthermore, we continued to safely compete in the
football world on 3 fronts. Our social secs and welfare sec
organised a NUMFC parent scheme to help new members
and freshers feel more included in the club and at
University during the hardest first term a fresher could
face. Our treasurer and social media sec set up a
partnership with Friends of QMC this term which we're
very proud of and hope to do more work with in the New
Year.
Let's also mention the NUMFC alumni who've been
working out on the front line of the NHS during the
pandemic to who we all owe a huge thank you. Although
COVID-19 has stopped a lot, we're proud to say it has not
yet stopped NUMFC.
When things ease up, we're looking forward to: The
club can't wait to be able to expand training, get back to
regular matches and increase the amount of football we
can all play after the Xmas break. Hopefully, the New Year
will also bring opportunities for small scale socials
allowing some of our new faces to meet their NUMFC
parents face to face. Previously, NUMFC have played
across the country, run charity events, and held socials
that will live long in the memory of those that attended, if
we can get even 10% of our normal calendar back then
we'll be a very happy bunch of lads.
– Jesse Cook, NUMFC Boys 1's Captain

This term: With COVID-19 bringing an extended period of
being unable to provide invaluable frontline care
supporting EMAS response to 999 calls, we were pleased
to resume responding in September. Co-ordinating the
return to responding presented challenges, but
perseverance and thoughtful planning from the current
and previous student leadership teams, combined with
the eagerness of all our responders to return to providing
potentially life-saving care, made it possible. As a result,
in term one alone we volunteered over 1000 hours,
responding to over 300 emergency calls, and arriving first
on scene in 71% of cases. These emergency calls included
11 cardiac arrests, 26 unconscious patients, 15 fitting
patients, 16 stroke patients, and 12 trauma patients,
amongst others.
We were also very fortunate to be able to recruit 15 new
responders, all of whom were brilliant during their
training weekend. Each new responder has been paired
with a more experienced mentor to ease them into the
role and ensure they are well equipped to provide the
highest standard of care to patients. We look forward to
seeing and supporting our new responders out in the
community in the New Year!
When things ease up, we're looking forward to: When
we return to a level of normality, we are looking forward
to being able to respond to the calls of more patients and
having a positive impact on their care. Hopefully, this will
be without the need for facemasks, as we understand the
positive impact even a simple smile from a friendly face
can have on patients.
Furthermore, we are keen to be able to arrange more
regular training sessions for our responders to continue
developing and improving key skills. This would involve
simulated emergency scenarios, requiring effective
teamwork, communication and problem solving.
Finally, as the scheme relies on charitable donations to
remain active, we are eager to once again be able to host
interactive fundraising events in the local community. All
our responders are very appreciative of the generous
donations we continue to receive, especially following
financial hardships of the pandemic suffered by many.
– Calum Heslop, Responder Co-ordinator
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MEDICS RUGBY
This term: Despite limited opportunities to
train with the fluctuating restrictions
imposed on the game, we certainly made
the most of it! We managed to successfully
complete trials for the new first year students and host a
number of sessions. The highlight was an intra-club
christmas themed touch tournament during the last week
of term (fancy dress encouraged of course).
Off the field, we have hosted a number of virtual socials
which have proved a great success with first years and
older boys alike. Through our annual Movember effort, we
were also able to raise over £1600 for charity.
When things ease up, we're looking forward to: Getting
going again with some proper rugby matches!

MEDICS BADMINTON
This term: We were able to successfully hold
two online quiz socials and Q&A sessions to
engage with our members. We've started
designing new merchandise and hope we'll be able to try
them out soon!
When things ease up, we're looking forward to: Getting
back on court!
"It was unfortunate this term that many of our members
who were hoping to play, have been unable to due to
restrictions. Hopefully by the beginning of the second term,
restrictions will lessen and we can share the joy of medics
badminton with all of our new and existing members!"
– Lauren Lee, MB President,
Nathan Man, MB Vice President
& Sanjana Mamidipalli, MB Social Secretary

– Joshua Ramalingam, NMRUFC President

These were just a few of the amazing things our societies and
sports teams have been able to accomplish despite the
circumstances!
Head over to their social media pages or just message them
directly to find out more - who knows, the perfect opportunity
might just be waiting for you!

Let's volunteer charity bulletin
Monisha Gupta, Charities Officer
During my first term as charity rep, I have started a
new ‘Let’s Volunteer’ initiative which aims to
encourage medical students to get involved in
volunteering in the local and wider community.

Anjali Mehta

‘Let’s Volunteer’ so far is made up of a monthly
bulletin that collates all volunteer opportunities into
one post to make it easy and convenient to find
volunteering posts. In the new term, I hope to start a
new series on MedSoc social media to interview
current Nottingham medical students who are
involved in voluntary work. I am also working on
getting MedSoc stash, with some of the proceeds
going to support local charities - watch this space!

Black history
month
Keya Pindolia, BME Officer
For Black History Month this
year, Medsoc celebrated by
having an Instagram takeover in
collaboration with ACMN & BME
medics, in which representatives
from both societies answered
questions asked by Nottingham
Medsoc Instagram followers.

Committee Video &
Freshers Socials
Sidiq Aboobaker,
Vice President of Events
As is always the tradition at the start of the year, we
created our very own Medsoc committee video for the
new cast of 2020/2021!
However due to the circumstances, for the very first
time, we created history being the first to do all our
fine recording and directing completely virtually! The
use of some pleasant (and maybe messy) pre-existing
vids from our fun times at med school was required,
and we managed to integrate it in to an absolute
cracker of a vid!
Using the Friends opening theme as our inspiration,
it highlights the diverse range of characters and
personalities within our committee and presents you
with a warm welcome from us all!

Additionally, we created social media posts that
spotlighted twelve historically influential Black
healthcare figures, to raise awareness on the
medical contributions that have been made by the
Black community. While the takeover & historical
figure posts both worked to educate the medical
school community, there were limitations on the
events Medsoc could host given the current
circumstances. Therefore, we look forward to next
Black History Month where Medsoc will hopefully
be able to host in-person events such as a
convention with a panel of Black healthcare
speakers.

Be sure to check it out on our YouTube channel
(‘Nottsmedsoc’)!
With in-person events being a no-go, it was a
challenge to set up an event to help integrate the
new freshers and allow them to meet one another!
But nowadays, just about anything can be done
online, and we successfully ran an online icebreaker
session for the new freshers!
A big Q&A teams session was setup, with breakout
teams groups then formed for small groups of
freshers along with 1/2 committee members and an
occasional staff member! During this, our
committee members ran some fun icebreaker games
including some old school classics such as 2 truths
and 1 lie, name games, and quarantine bingo!
It was definitely a fun and enjoyable session which
allowed the freshers to get to know each other a bit
better, being one of the key highlights of the first
week!
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Remote Study
as an international student
Paulomi Sengupta, International Representative
As we get closer to the 1 year anniversary of the
first lockdown, I find myself thinking about how
a lifestyle we once thought would be temporary
has now become routine. The 2 minute commute
from bed to desk, the endless hours in front of
screens, and the countless blogs, videos and
newsletters on staying motivated in lockdown
have become all too familiar to us. No student on
Earth would disagree with you for suggesting
that online learning has been challenging. And
yet, as an international student, online learning
has sometimes been a blessing in disguise. It’s
brought me the chance to spend an unexpectedly
long time with my family, see old friends one last
time before they graduate, and most
importantly, to just be back home. As much as
I’ve enjoyed living and studying in the UK,
there’s no place in the world as comforting as my
own home.
At the same time, working in a different
timezone comes with its own unique
disadvantages. The most obvious, of course, is
having to change your sleep schedule. As you
transition from student to sleep-deprived
zombie, it can be comforting to remember that
as tired as you are, at least you don’t have to do
all the cooking and cleaning yourself. The other
big con to being home is that you constantly feel
like you’re on holiday. In the last 2 years of
medical school, I’ve gotten used to only being
home during the summer, easter or winter
breaks. This also means I’ve gotten used to
landing in Dubai and immediately turning off all
my brain cells. Online learning, however, is not
too kind to brain-dead zombies who spend all
day lounging on the couch. It does get easier
though. With every passing day, it gets easier to
set a routine, switch to work mode and be a little
more productive than I was yesterday.

Finally, the greatest challenge of them all socialising. University is more than just a series
of lectures and exams (thank god!). The part I
really miss about being in the UK, the one thing
that no amount of creative online substitutes can
do justice, is seeing my friends. Living in a
different timezone to all your uni friends forces
you to come to the harsh realisation that you just
won’t get to hang out with them as much. Yes,
zoom pub quizzes are fun. And sure, I love a
good game of Among Us, but all of those things
need expert-level scheduling skills. With
everyone using lockdown to enjoy some quality
time with their families and friends at home,
every zoom social turns into a big event that
must be planned weeks in advance. There’s no
good way to simulate the spontaneous easy
conversation that comes with just being around
your friends at uni. Nevertheless, these zoom
catch up sessions, as extensively planned as they
are, never fail to make you miss being at
university. It’s a strange and confusing feeling to
both love that you’re home and wish that you
weren’t. And yet, maybe it’s a feeling that befits
the strange and confusing times we’re currently
in.
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Virtual Welfare Week 2020
Eleanor Reid, Welfare Officer
Each year MedSoc hold a Welfare Week as a way
to reach out to all students in the medical school
— this offers some respite in busy schedules.
Along with many other events this year, we were
unable to hold this in person; however
undeterred, we moved our events online.
We were proud to hold the very first ‘Virtual
Welfare Week’ on the week beginning 23rd
November. We organised a full schedule of
welfare talks, social events and competitions,
with the aim to involve students in all year
groups as well as medical school staff.
The week kicked off with a talk from the BMA’s
Welfare and Wellbeing team, who spoke about
the resources available to medical students to
help look after their mental health, as well as tips
for studying in lockdown. The talk was well
received and developed into an excellent
discussion surrounding medical-student mental
health. We also heard from Dr Ali Blatcher, a
Nottingham alumnus currently practicing in
psychiatry. She gave a very refreshing talk on
Creativity in Medicine and even shared some of
her own poetry. Dr Blatcher spoke about the
benefits of embracing your creative side and how
it can help shape our future careers as doctors.
The Welfare Week offered an excellent
opportunity to help integrate the first-year
students into the wider medical school
community. The new students have had a very
different university experience to what they
expected — MedSoc wanted to involve them in
the week as much as possible. With the help of
timetabling staff, we organised a Committee
Q&A, which was an opportunity for the first-year
students to ask us any questions about medical
school or university life in general.

We also launched the Freshers Friend Making
scheme, which was designed to help first years
meet people with similar interests in their year
group. The first years filled in a survey and —
according to their interests — we matched them
into ‘friendship’ groups, which will be used in
future social events.
The MedSoc Bake-Off competition was a great
success, with students and staff members
donning their aprons and getting involved in the
competition. We received over 30 entries from
students in first through to fifth year, including
GEMs, and a handful of staff. Overall, we raised
a £161 for Street Doctors Nottingham, a charity
that teaches lifesaving skills to young people at
risk of youth violence. All of the entries were
amazing and choosing the winners was tough.
The winners were as follows:

Best Non-Baked Bake:
Pumpin Pie by Megan Battenfield

Staff Star Baker:
Victoria Sponge Cake by Dr Brigette Scammel
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Thanks to the hard work of the committee and
help from staff (especially Pam Hagan), we were
able to hold a very successful week and are
already planning similar events for next term.

Best Bake:
Checkerboard Cake by Miriam Ali
The week came to a close with the Medic Families
Pub Quiz. Medic “Mums” and “Dads” from
second year virtually grouped together with their
first year “children”, to take part in the quiz. It
was a great opportunity for families to socialise
and get to know one another.

coming
soon...

A 2nd Virtual Welfare Week
Finals Revision Session
Medics Matchmaking
MedSoc 50th Anniversary Conference
And more!

The MedSoc Crossword

across

down

4. biggest hospital in Nottingham
5. something our current 3rd years can
hopefully still have!
6. a mysterious room in the QMC, never
found
8. where we were meant to study but ended
up socialising...
9. best place to get a quick snack during 1
10. home to the best burger in the QMC

1. method of teaching anatomy
2. have you tried the hot chocolate
here?
3. the best Friday night
7. maybe not the wisest decision before
a 9am on Thursday

created using theteacherscorner.net

